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SJSU offers housing to Olympic teams
By Angela Stanford
An offer to provide rooms in the SJSU
residence halls has been made to the Australian and Finnish track-and-field Olympic teams, said Harold Manson, special assistant to the executive vice president at
SJSU who is coordinating the housing of the
two teams.
Although Manson will not reveal the
sum of the money involved, he did say
SJSU will know by March 15 if the teams
will be staying in the dormitories.
The Housing Office is waiting to see if
the teams will accept the offer, Manson

said.
If the teams decide to accept the offer,
they will occupy the dorms in late July,
Housing Director Willie Brown said.
Negotiations started about a year ago,
he said.
Concerns about the safety of the visiting Olympic teams in light of the terrorist
killings of Israeli athletes at Munich in 1972
are somewhat resolved, said Jeri Allen,
conference coordinator of Housing.
It is assumed extra security will be
needed, but details such as who will provide

the security are still being worked out.
Allen said.
The Housing office does not expect to
make a great deal of money from the teams
staying in the residence halls, but it is
looking at it from the public relations aspect, she said.
Stanford and the University of Santa
Clara will also accommodate Olympic
teams for pre-Oylmpic training, said Gordon Levy, general manager of the San Jose
Convention/Visitors Bureau.
Several Olympic teams have expressed

Stanford and the
University of Santa
Clara will also
accomodate Olympic
teams for pre -Olympic
training

desire to train in Northern California because coaches and team members want to
be out of the turmoil and excitement surrounding the events in Los Angeles, while
getting used to the food, climate and
weather here, he said.
The facilities the three colleges have to
offer, including the good coaching staffs the
athletes will be exposed to while training,
also helped attract foreign contingents,
Levy said.
This will give the teams a chance to
concentrate on their events, he said.

Fullerton pulls
out of OSU race

A baring of limbs

She ’didn’t want to leave home’
By Mark Freeman
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
announced yesterday she has withdrawn her name from further consideration for the presidency of Oregon State University.
In a letter to the OSU Presidential Search Committee which she
read to the Academic Senate yesterday afternoon, Fullerton said her
departure from SJSU at this time
might disrupt the development of
many programs she has helped start
and hopes to see completed.
"We have a good many programs in transition some of them,
we have been working on since I was
graduate dean," she said. "Sometimes when you change leaders in
the middle, you lose momentum."
She has instigated the development of a gerentology program,
an improvement of the Special Education programs to include speech
pathology and audiology, and
growth in Theatre Arts, Fullerton
said.
"I get very excited about things
developing and I want to remain
part of these," she said.
Michael McGuire
imitated the surSJSU students
rounding trees and shed their foliage

Health staff
informed,
trained
about AIDS
By Angela Stanford
Millicent Kellogg, Santa Clara
County public health nurse, and Dr.
Andrew S. Zysman, chairman of the
Scientific ’Advisory Board of the
AIDS Foundation of Santa Clara
County, spoke to the staff at SJSU’s
Student Health Service about AIDS
(Acquired Immune-Deficiency Syndrome) Thursday in the Health
Service building.
Although there haven’t been any
reported cases of AIDS at the Student Health Service, the purpose of
the talk was to train and to inform
the staff about AIDS in the event it
has to attend to an AIDS patient in
the future, Health Director Raymond Miller said.

during Monday’s 77 -degree temperature. Those smiling know that the

Kellogg began the talk by requesting the staff to ask questions
about AIDS
The staff’s main concerns were
addressed to the spread of AIDS
among the general population, the
chances of someone getting AIDS,
and the status of medical research
into the prevention and cure of
AIDS.
criritin tied on bark page

Fullerton reached her decision
last Friday and wrote a letter to Milosh Popovich, chairman of the
Presidential Search Committee at

Fullerton was under consideration to replace retiring OSU President Robert MacVicar. She seriously considered the post and
visited the Corvallis campus Feb. 13
and 14 to obtain information about
the school and the job before she
reached a decision, she said.
Fullerton’s name is occasionally mentioned for positions at other
universities, but she said she usually
declines consideration.
SJSU has been her professional
home for the past 20 years, she said,
and it would not be in her best interest to leave at this time.
"1 just weighed the pros and
cons," she said. "I’ve been here long
enough that I have a personal stake
in San Jose State."
Fullerton said the commute
from her Santa Cruz home, her educational background at the University of Oregon in Eugene, and her
husband’s Oregon roots were motivating factors for considering a
move, yet they did not outweigh
what she has at SJSU.
"I just didn’t want to leave
home," she said

SJSU police say violent crime has declined
By Mark Katches
Located in downtown San Jose, SJSU is
surrounded by a sea of decadence, some
people say. In the late ’70s, the on -campus
crime rate seemed to reflect this notion.
This story is the first of a three-part series
dealing with the university’s crackdown on
crime, and how the SJSU community can
help prevent crime.

There is a "myth" at SJSU, university
officials say, which has branded the campus
as being unsafe. They believe the opposite
that this university is the safest place in San
Jose.
There is a problem, however - convincing the SJSU community that the high crime
rate of the late 1970s has diminished.
"This is now a very safe place to be,"
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So far, there have been 15 reported cases of AIDS in Santa Clara
County, and the number is expected
to double within the next six months.
Kellogg said.
Health Educator Oscar Battle
hopes the training will prepare the
Student Health Service staff to diagnose potential AIDS patients, provide information to concerned SJSU
students about AIDS, and to reduce
potential anxieties among the staff
and students regarding interactions
with AIDS patients.

northeastern states have recently
been socked with two feet of snow.

OSU, and mailed it on Friday. The
Academic Senate applauded when
she finished reading the letter to
them.
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The area within the SJSU pollee
patrol, or the "buffer zone." The
area is a part of "heat 5," which

has one of the highest crime rates
In San Jose. ironically, the lone is
also the city’s smallest district.

SJSU President Gail Fullerton said. "But I
still hear people say ’I don’t want niy son or
daughter going to San Jose State because of
all the crime.’"
But crime has fallen. More than 1,000
crimes were reported to University Police in
years 1977, 1979, and 1980. However, last
year - despite a slight rise in comparison to
1982 -816 crimes were reported.
University Police Chief Earnest Quinton
said the current figures are attributable to
greater police visibility.
In 1977, the University Police force fluctuated between 12 and 13 officers, the campus was dimly lit, and there was not one
emergency "blue light" telephone at SJSU.
There were three rapes and eight attempted rapes on campus in 1977.
Currently, the force consists of 25 officer
positions. Lighting on campus has been improved, and 85 "blue light" telephones have
been installed.
In 1983, there were no rapes or rape attempts on campus. Violent crimes have declined steadily since 1980.
University Police officials have credited
strides made by the department to Fullerton, who became president in February
1978.
"We have progressed dramatically with
her in charge," Quinton said. "She has obtained money for us where money didn’t
exist. When we needed it, she got it."
The money came from the state Legislature through Assembly Bill 2628 in 1980
Fullerton lobbied for funds in front of the
California State University Board of Trustees by calling attention to SJSU’s surrounding area.
"Unlike any others in the CSU system,
( SJSU) is characterized by the presence of
drunks, drug -addicts and pushers, hard-core
criminal offenders, parolees, mental patients, prostitutes, pimps and juvenile
gangs," Fullerton reported in 1980.
The legislature responded by granting
the university 2580,000, which was dispersed
among several depart mental needs.
Nine officers were hired ( four on a
temporary basis)

Additional "blue light" telephones
were installed.
r Campus lighting was improved.
r The Community Service Officer Program was initiated.
r Alarm systems were implemented.
Four temporary officers were assigned
to the University Community Foot Patrol in
conjunction with the San Jose Police Department.
Uniformed officers from both departments patrolled the area on and around
campus. The objective was to reduce crime
and ease the tension surrounding the university community.
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ON CRIME
In 1982, the scheduled two-year project
concluded and crime in the SJSU area
dropped.
Russ Lunsford, University Police information officer, said the foot patrol "hit prostitutes hard" and caused others to feel uncomfortable. Eventually these people
moved out of the area, Lunsford said
However, many people have not left,
and police have increased security on the
edge of campus.
The department has tried to maintain a
"buffer zone" between the campus and the
surrounding area, Lt. Maurice Jones said.
This extends around the perimeter of
Third and 13th streets and Santa Clara and
William streets, Lunsford said.
SJSU no longer has the highest crimerate in the CSU system, but Fullerton said
she wants to maintain the department’s
funding level.
The future may hold minor funding cuts,
said J. Handel Evans executive vice presicontinued on back page
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Direct, concise and to the point
Making il through classes Is becoming increasingly
difficult. This is due not to boring subject matter, nor is
it for the lack of interesting professors. No. the problem
is the inane way we students treat both logic and the
English language.
Everything really started to get to me the other day.
The instructor had opened the class up for questions and

had just answered a few in a row. Class was moving
along fine until one student raised his hand and, upon
being called on by the instructor, began his inquiry. "I
have a question . . ."
Wasn’t the fact that he had his hand in the air
enough to imply that he had a question? Why did he feel
forced to tell the whole class that he. indeed, did have a
question? We already understood that. I have yet to see
anyone raise their hand in class to tell a joke.
Having seen the previously cited incident occur
over and over, I thought. "Hey, no big deal. Students
just want to make sure the prof understands that they
have a question and are not going tell them a fantastic
recipe for banana -nut bread.
With that taken care of, I could go on with the rest of
the day. But just as all seemed right again, yet another
of my cohorts began a comment, "I’m a little bit mystified . . ."
"Listen baby," I felt like saying, "Either you’re
mystified or you’re not." How can anyone be a little
mystified? It’s possible to be a little confused or a little
short of cash, but you can’t be a little mystified. As the

saying goes, that is like being a little pregnant. It just
can’t be done.
I left class and sprinted for the Pub. So what if it
didn’t open for an hour?
While waiting for the campus bar to let me in, I noticed a sign that read, "SANE." for "Students Against
Nuclear Exchange." I wondered if there was a group of
students for nuclear exchange. To take a stand against
something, doesn’t there have to be a stand for it?
A couple hours and a few drinks lter. I had forgotten the day’s earlier events and left the Pub for my next
course.
No sooner did I step into class than someone said, "I
made a bad mistake." As far as I know, there are no
good mistakes.
So what, it is just a minor redundancy, I thought.
But just then the same guy uttered, "I don’t think I believe what your saying" to the teachers proposed theory. Could this person possibly really not know whether
he believed the professor or not? I don’t think I believe?
Other people butcher the beauty of the language, I
decided. So long as you don’t, don’t worry about it.
But then, to my horror, I heard myself say, "Irregardless."
"Irregardless!?" What the hell does that mean?
Not, not with regard? Who knows what I’ll be saying
next or what I have already said that has slipped by unnoticed?
Next thing you know, I’ll be standing before a White
House committee saying, "At this point in time . . .."
The possiblities are nearly limitless. I cringe as I
hear myself potentially saying "completely dominate,
famous celebrity, loud scream and soft whisper,"
maybe, "long spurts and light deluge."
It is all too very much for me to handily deal with. I
too, like others, am i or is it ’are’) extremely guilty of
continually, constantly being redundantly repititious. I
even sometimes, always contradict myself.
All I can think to do is drown my sad sorrows in a
glass of white chablis wine.

YOU MEAN To
ME 1I-AT
HE JusT TALKED
INTO. Fl?

The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers comments on any topic. The viewpoints ex
pressed in opinion articles and comics are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Chance at prime cut becomes mincemeat affair
My life is over. Ruined.
I’m devastated. Crushed. Heartbroken
And it’s all my political science teacher’s fault.

Jessica Paioff
Staff Writer

He chose Feb. 28 as the day for us to turn in our papers. And because he chose that particular day, that
meant that I had to stay home the evening of Feb. 27
This is all too, too devastating.
You see. on Feb. 27 I was supposed to work at Mike
Garcia’s Wild Game Feed, which in and of itself is not
that big of a deal. It’s an annual charity event to benefit

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
WHAT’?

the Crippled Children’s Society. For dinner, they set.%
well, wild game venison, wild boar and the like.
But this year, on this Monday that I had to stay
home to work on that stupid paper. I missed the greatest
meat of all.
Joe Montana, the filet mignon of the NFL. stamped
"USDA choice." was at Mike Garcia’s Wild Game Feed.
My whereabouts for the evening have already been established.
For the benefit of anyone who either just landed on
this planet or has been in a coma since 1979. Joe is the
San Francisco 49ers quintessential quarterback.)
Is there no God? No one to hear my prayers?
Is Joe going to remain forever merely a clipping on
the refrigerator door? A myriad of posters in the laundry room? A paper god?
There is, perhaps, no better aphrodisiac than a back
view of Joe in uniform. Unless it’s a back view of Joe
and wide receiver Dwight Clark in uniform.
I can forgive Dwight for marrying Ashley. because
from what I’ve seen, she’s a very nice girl.
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And at least I once got to almost kind of meet him.
One morning he called up the restaurant where I
work to make lunch reservations for that day and was
just arrogant enough to use his own name.
So, naturally, I had to call my friend Erin, with
whom I maintain joint custody of the clippings and posters. She showed up an hour later, wearing a slinky black
number, high-heeled pumps and lots of Opium. She was
with her mother.
Out of 40 tables in that restaurant, you would kind of
think maybe the one open would be at my station. But
n0000, the only open table belonged to a girl who not only
didn’t know who Dwight Clark was, she didn’t even
know that two weeks before, the Niners had won the
Super Bowl. To her, Dwight was just another lobster
tail. What a waste.
Although we were strictly forbidden from bothering
him. I managed to walk by a couple of times and get a
pretty good look. The man is undoubtedly easy on the
eyes.
That wench Erin was able to physically run into him
and then he actually spoke to her.
"Excuse me," he murmered politely.
I haven’t been left out in the cold altogether. Once I
got to wait on Ronnie Lott. No offense, Ronnie, but it’s
just not the same for this San Bernardino gal. To me.
you’re just another hometown boy who likes Thousand
Island dressing on his salad.
But Dwight, and especially Joe, are lobster and
Dom Perignon.
And it’s not fair that they’re wasted on people who
can’t even appreciate them.
I found out about Joe’s guest appearance by a girl
who didn’t even think red and gold matched and who
thinks Notre Dame is a wing off the Vatican.
But if he was there, chances are he’ll be around
again someday.
And, if there really is a God, I’ll be where I’m supposed to be.
Not home, writing some stupid paper.

AIN,

The
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by Dean Kahl

T V sitting
Ted Koppel needed me to babysit last week.
His wife was out of town tending to her ill
mother and, of course, he had to anchor ABC’s
"Nightline."
I told him it would be no sweat and Ted had me
whisked to the East Coast in a Lear jet to mind Kip
and Kitty. I’m the only one Ted trusts with his children when the regular babysitter, Mrs. Trumbel. is
unavailable. New York is a big city, but good help is
still hard to find.
Besides, I owed Ted a favor for asking him to
order Sam Donaldson to grill Ronald Reagan at the
President’s last press conference. Ted sweetened
the deal by giving the kids and me free reign of the
Geraldo Rivera punching bag.
The night went as normal as usual Kip and
Kitty were their perfect, angelic selves. But, the
kids became restless after their homework and
begged me to turn on the television.
I couldn’t see the harm in a little prime-time
viewing before sending the rug rats off to bed.
"How ’bout ’Magnum P.I. guys?" I asked.
"Noway!" they chirped in unison.
Kip grabbed the remote control channel
changer and flipped on MTV. On the screen was
"All Hell’s Breaking Loose" by the rock group Kiss.
"Awright!" Kip hollered.
"Neato!" Kitty added.
It was pointless trying to persuade them to
change channels. They were mesmerized by the bizarre video and all the others that followed.
I went into Ted’s study, plopped into a Hugh
Downs beanbag chair and watched "Magnum
P.1.," "Cheers" and "Buffalo Bill."
I dozed off sometime during "Hill Street
Blues," but was awoken, however, around 11:30
when the phone rang.
"Have you checked the children?" the eerie
voice on the phone asked.
Before frantically rushing to the living room to
check the kids I tended to the matter at hand. I had
to switch Ted’s study TV dial from NBC to ABC. I
couldn’t let Ted know I had been watching "Hill
Street Blues" instead of "20/20."
Then I checked the kids, but they weren’t
watching "Nightline." They were watching a Judas
Priest video.
"Hey you guys! It’s past your bedtime and why
aren’t you watching your dad on TV?"
I quickly changed the channel
much to their
dismay and saw Ted, Harvard professor James
Singer and Kiss’ lead singer Gene Simmons bickering about violence in videos much to my dismay.
The kids urged me to switch it back, but I
swiftly sent them off to bed telling them that -their
dad would kill me if he knew how late they’d been
up.
After tucking the kids in, I watched the rest of
the discussion between Ted, Singer and Simmons.
It was the best show of the night. During the commercials, I switched to MTV with the remote control. I was just in time to catch Michael Jackson’s
"Thriller."
While I waited for Ted to come home, I took a
few free pokes at the Geraldo Rivera punching bag
Somehow, it deflated.
Ted burst through the front door around 130
and greeted me with the usual parental inquisition.
"Were the kids any trouble? Did you let them
watch ’20/20’7"
"They were angels," I said, "I made sure they
didn’t watch any of that violent crap."
Ted handed me a $So bill.
"The punching bag needs air," I said, stuffing
the bill into my pocket on my way to the awaiting
taxi cab.
Dean Kahl Is the Daily’s feature editor and columnist. His column appears every Tuesday and
Thursday.
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Re-election campaigns off to early start

LOS ANGELES (API Gov. George Deukmejian
and Sen. Alan Cranston, the top California officials up for
re-election in 1986, both kicked off their re-election campaigns last week, marking the earliest start ever to a California campaign season.
The Republican governor and Democratic senator
had slightly different reasons for launching their re-election campaigns so early, but the result is likely to be the
same in both races to discourage opposition in their
party primaries and get a fund-raising head start for the
November 1986 general election.
In the same breath as his withdrawal last Wednesday
from the Democratic presidential primaries, Cranston
announced he is seeking a fourth U.S. Senate term in 1986.
In Los Angeles Thursday, Deukmejian held the first
of two dinners which have raised more than $1.25 million
for his 1986 re-election campaign. The second dinner is
scheduled today in San
Francisco. Added to a
$236,000 surplus from his
1982 campaign, the two dinners give Deukmejian a
$1.5 million head start on
1986.
Cranston’s object was
to head off as many potential challengers as possible
and put to rest any speculation that the 69-year-old
three-term senator is discouraged from his poor
showing in the presidential
primaries and might retire.
Deukmejian
would
also like to discourage as
many challengers as possible, but his fund-raising
kickoff is more a case of
taking advantage of an opportunity.
While Democrats have
been swamped with pleas
for money from eight presidential contenders, President Reagan is unopposed

Deukmejian, Cranston raise funds for’86
for the Republican nomination. In addition to that, there
are no statewide elections in California this year and only
one sharply contested Republican primary among the 100
legislative races on the June 5 primary ballot.
Those factors reduce the competition for Republican
dollars, and Deukmejian seized the opportunity, selling
2,800 tickets at $500 per plate to his two dinners.
By contrast, Cranston has a $1 million deficit to pay
off from his presidential race before he can begin raising
money for his re-election.
His early announcement will help both fund-raising
efforts, and it is almost certain to head off serious Democratic challengers.

But it won’t discourage Republicans, who hope that
age, the liberal stance Cranston adopted in the presidential campaign and the negative fallout from his weak
showing in the Democratic primaries will make him vulnerable in 1986.
Cranston, of course, sees it differently.
At his news conferences withdrawing from the presidential campaign after his seventh-place finish in New
Hampshire, Cranston said that during that campaign. "I
made new friends, both in California and across the nation,- and that he will be "a stronger and better senator
as a result of this experience."
But Cranston’s New Hampshire showing $400.000

spent to win 2,087 votes will encourage Republicans to
mount a strong campaign against him in 1986, despite his
lopsided victories over Republican challengers in the last
three Senate races.
Potential Democratic candidates such as Lt. Gov.
Leo McCarthy and former Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. had
already backed away from any early thoughts they had of
seeking Cranston’s seat.
Today, the most moderate potential GOP challenger,
state Sen. Ken Maddy of Fresno, is leaning toward a race
for lieutenant governor.
That could leave Cranston once again facing a field of
conservative Republicans. Among the frequently mentioned potential candidates are L.A. County Supervisor
Mike Antonovich; Rep. Bobbi Fiedler; former Rep. John
Housselot state Sen. Ed Davis and former Rep. Bob Dorna n.
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There is. One free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson will prove it to you. Today take
the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can
dramatically increase your reading speed in that
one free lesson
Why let the responsibilities that college
demands deprive you of enjoying the college life?
With Reading Dynamics you can handle both---

all the reading you re expected to do and know,
plus still have time to do what you want to do
Today you can increase your reading speed,
dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics
lesson. You’ve got nothing to lose but a lot of
cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics.
Now you know there is a better way. Take the
free lesson and kiss your -No-Snooze- goodbye.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

Location

Room

Day

Date

Times

Student
Union

Montalyo
Pachecho

Tuesday
Wednesday

March 6
March 7

2:00, 4:00 and 6:00 p.m.
2:00, 4:00 and 6:00 p.m.

Choose the day and time most convenient for you.
Reservations are not necessary.
For further information call 1-800-272-3585

0 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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By Monte Poole
STOCKTON One of the strangest
games in the PCAA’s I4-year history may
not be over yet.
In the waning seconds of Sunday’s
SJSU-University of Pacific game SJSU
guard Bobby Evans drew a foul against
the Tigers Kevin Crabtree. The Spartans
trailed, 51-49, at the time. The official
clock showed six seconds left.
It seems strange, but when the ball
was inbounded the clock had indicated
0:04. Two seconds after Evans drew the

Basketball
foul, the game-ending horn sounded and
Pacific was celebrating its first win of the
PCAA season. The clock showed 0:08.
Impossible, you say?
No, because it’s true.
But it made little difference because
as of now, the final score says Pacific is a
51-49 winner.
But SJSU coach Bill Berry may not
stand still for the current status quo.
"1 asked all three referees if a foul
was called," Berry said. "One of them
said ’yes.’ but then he said time had run
out."
"Right now, I guess there isn’t too
much we can do about it. If they ( the officials) say time had run out then it’s over."
It seems the official timer had improperly reset the clock after Andy Franklin’s two free throws with five seconds left
had put the Tigers up by two.
As a result of the timer’s mistake, the
time on the clock progressed. Gameclocks are suppose to regress.
The PCAA office may be getting some
Mail from the SJSU basketball office.
But it was a appropriate ending to a
game that was as much pain for the Spartans and their fans as it was ecstasy for
the Tigers and their followers.
SJSU went into the game, its regular.
season finale, needing a win against a Pacific team that had won just two of 29 games
tliis season. The Spartans’ seeding in the upcOming PCAA Tournament hung in the balance.

Weird finish forces
matchup vs. Rebels

maybe

SJSU loses

A win would have given SJSU the seventh seed, meaning the Spartans would
have played second-place UC-Irvine in the
tournament opener Thursday. Instead,
now stuck with the eighth spot, they sill
play first -place University of Nevada, Las
Vegas.
CC -Irvine, with an 18-9 overall record
and 14-4 in the PCAA, is considered more
beatable than the 25-4 116-2 in the PCAA
Rebels.
SJSU’s competition for the seventh
seed. California State University, Long
Beach. had already lost its game at
Fresno State Saturday. The Spartans had
the pivotal measure of control in their
hands Sunday, just like they wanted.
But from the start, the deck was
stacked against the Spartans. When they.
entered Spanos Center they had only eight
players available. Both Ward Farris and
Lance Wyatt had been stricken with flu.
Obviously, it got worse.
By the time Franklin made the decisive free throws. SJSU had been hoodwinked and hometowned in the finest fashion. Stony Evans had fouled out. Keith
Norwood fouled out.
But Crabtree. a 6-foot -7, 215-pound forward, kept rolling along. He only played Is
minutes, but most of it was spent pushing.
shoving and being a thug in general. The
official stats say he ended the game with
one personal foul.

Basketball

The game started out well enough for
the Spartans, Michael Dixon busted two
jumpers and Bobby Evans, who started in
place of Farris, canned another in the first
90 seconds.
The Tigers finally got on the board
when Franklin dropped in a 17-footer with
18:23 left in the first half.

Pacific’s Andy Franklin grabs a rebound away front Spartan for.
a rd Keith Nor w ood . The Tigers went on to upset SJSU 51-49.

But the Spartans remained calm, with
Dixon hitting another jumper to make it
four straight field goals without a miss.
The Spartans were in total command during the first 10 minutes of the game.
But a Jeff Reibel jumper started a 6-0
Pacific run, giving them their first lead at
19-17 with six minutes left in the half

The remainder of the half was spent
with the teams trading the lead or being
tied, with the Tigers taking a 25-24 lead
into the locker room.
The Tigers, looking like a team of
starving cats sensing the meat of their
first PCAA victory, played a solid second

Ron Fried

half. Although the Spartans tied the score
four times, they were not able to take the
lead.
Franklin, a 6-foot -7 forward, and
guard Kyle Pepple led the Tigers with 14
points each. People made 7-of-8 field
goals.
Dixon led SJSU with 12
points.
And Crabtree of Pacific had at least two fouls.

Spartans find going tough on southern road trip
By Joe Roderick
The Spartans had hoped to win three out
of four games on a weekend road trip to
Southern California.
They would have settled for a split. But
losing three of four, well, they would have
shallowed hard, accepting the outcome.
Instead. the Spartans got none of the
above they lost all four games.
SiS1’ led late in the game in two of those

Baseball
contests, but squandered the cushion both
times.
Friday, the Spartans led 2-1 after six,
but eventually lost 6-3 on home runs in the
seventh and eighth inning.
Against USC Saturday, Spartan pitcher
Ron Rooker dished up a home run pitch to
Mark McGwire, who’s been on a long ball
rampage as of late. The Spartans lost 6-3 in
the first game, while leading in the second
game, but finally dropping an 8-7 decision in
II innings.
Huck Hibberd went the distance against
Cal State Northridge Sunday, but was hurt

by his own error ins 3-0 loss.
The Spartans have dropped five straight
and check in with a 5-13-1 record entering today’s encounter with Cal State Hayward at
2 : 30 at the Pioneers’ field.
"We were hoping to come back here
with 3-1 record." Spartan coach Chad Roseboom said. "But we can’t talk about what we
could have done. That’s not going to do us
any good.
"We can’t seem to put anybody away."
Roseboam continued. "We need a big inning
offensively. The pitching’s all right. We just
let teams get back in it and then we can’t
seem to come back ourselves."
Spartan pitcher Steve Olson coasted
along with a 2-1 lead into the sixth against
Long Beach, but gave up a two-run homer to
Mike Carozza. The 49ers scored another run
in the inning to go up 4-2.
"Olson didn’t pitch too badly," Roseboom said. "He made a couple of mistakes
and it killed him."
The second mistake came on a pitch to
Dan Twiss, leading off the eighth. Twiss
pumped it out for a 5-2 lead.
SJSU scored once in the eighth, but it

wasn’t enough.
Against 15-3 USC, Rooker, who hadn’t
given up a homer in a little over 32 innings
this year, allowed a three-run pump in the
first to McGwire. who has hit nine taters this
year in 17 games.
"Rooker pitched well the rest of the
game, but it’s tough when you’re down 3-0 in
the first inning," Roseboom said.

loss to Long Beach State.
It was not revealed how
late Triplett was, but according
to Spartan head coach Gene
Menges, "it was much more severe than the other guys."
All four infractions were
separate incidents.
Escalante and Webb, both
catchers and Olson, one of the
Spartans’ top hurlers with a 2-2
record and a team -leading 2.17
ERA, will work on their own for
a week before rejoining the
team.
"We’ll all get together at
the end of the week and talk
about this," Menges said.
"It’s not like any of these
guys are gangsters." Menges
said "We just set up standards

By Paul Lloret
Despite losing their
fourth NorPac contest of
the year, SJSU’s women
gymnasts broke four more
school records in a tri-meet
here last Saturday night.
The women broke the
school overall total by
scoring 171.65 points. The

The Spartans jumped out to a 5-3 led in
the second game on Ken Caminiti’s third
homer of the year, a solo job in the seventh.
SJSU extended its lead to 6-3 in the eighth
when Reggie Simmons scored on a single by
Tom Krause.
In the USC eighth, starter Kevin Sullivan walked Terry Brown, Randy Gabrielson
and Frank Anguiano to lead off the inning.
Jim Wilkey then plated Brown with a sacrifice fly to right.
Gabrielson then scored on a pinch-hit
single by Jack Del Rio, a three-sport athlete
at Hayward High, to inch the Trojans to 6-5.
"We had the ninth-ranked team in the
nation down and beaten," Roseboom said,
"and then we let them come back."

at the beginning 01 the year and
expect our guys to follow them.
We’ve been losing games by the
silliest plays. It’s just time to
buckle down.
"We’re down’ at the happiest kindom of them all at Disneyland. But we came down
there to play baseball. If they
want to fiddle around, then do it
in the summer on their own
time."
Triplett, a senior, was used
as a pinch hitter
Friday and
Saturday, singling and striking
out. He had played a lot at right
field early in the season, and
had compiled a .250 batting average entering the weekend series. Last season. Triplett hit
.200 in 25 plate appearances.

wises, Herschel Walkers,
and Ron Browns of the
sprinting world envious.
The scoreboard at University of Pacific’s Spanos
Center reflected a 51-49
score, with the Spartans on
the short end. The horn had
sounded indicating the end
of the game. Berry, a reasonable man, walked toward the Pacific bench and
shook hands with Tiger
coach Tom O’Neill.
It seemed Berry was
conceding victory.
But people were still on
the basketball court. Players from both teams wore
bewildered
expressions
and looked about the
arena. They seemed to
plead for direction from
somebody. Anybody.
Maybe
the
game
wasn’t over.
SJSU guard Bobby
Evans ran over to Berry
and told him that the referee had called a foul on
one of the Pacific players.
Berry, who had looked
tired just a few minutes
earlier, suddenly found a
burst of energy and
scanned the arena, looking
fora striped shirt.
If Evans is correct,
then maybe the game isn’t
over. If Evans is correct,
then Evans would be
awarded two free throws
and maybe there would be

Gymnasts drop NorPac meet

Gymnastics

Menges disciplines players for breaking training
By Joe Roderick
Mark Triplett, an outfielder
relegated to pinch-hitting duties as of late, has been kicked
off the Spartan baseball team
for "breaking training rules"
on a four-game road trip to
Southern California last weekend.
It was also learned Monday
that Rudy Escalante, Mark
Webb and Steve Olson have
been suspended for a week because of similiar infractions.
Triplett, Escalante. Webb
and Olson all broke the Spartans’ 1 a.m. curfew Saturday
following a double-header loss
to USC.
Triplett also missed the
midnight curfew Friday after a

"Ile didn’t seem like he
wanted to be part of the team
anymore," Menges said. "If he
felt that way, he should have
been doing something else. I
just had enough."
Escalante, a senior, had
taken up the bulk of the catching duties. He had appeared in
nine games.
Webb, a junior transfer
from San Jose City College, had
caught in several games early
in the year. and was hitting .250
last Friday.
Kurt Griesemer will assume the catching duties until
Escalante and Webb return.
Meanwhile, Olsen probably
would have pitched today
against Cal State Hayward.

previous mark of 170.65
was set on Feb. 25 at Chico
State, the gymnasts’ last
meet.
However, the Spartans’ score was not enough
to escape fourth place.
Stanford won the meet with
174.75 points while NorPac
member Washington State
and Long Beach State finished second and third with
172.55 and 172.25.
"It was a close meet,
coach Lyn Cross said. "If
we would have hit the bars
better, we would have won
the meet." SJSU suffered
three falls on the bars
which hurt the team’s
chances for a victory. This,
and SJSU’s difficulties in
the vault, due to minor injuries which are affecting
most of the Spartan gymnasts, helped lower SJSU’s
overall recordto 9-8.
Yet, the women gymnasts managed to break
school records in the beam
and vault with scores of

42.75 and 42.65. The Spartans also tied their bar
mark at 42.65.
Individually, freshman
Sheila Hughes broke the
school all around record by
posting a 35.25. The previous mark of 35.20 was set
in 1978 by assistant coach
hris Buchanon. Buchanon
works with the gymnasts
on choreography for their
floor exercises.
Freshman Liza Bettencourt set the third highest
mark in Spartan history in
the all around by scoring a
35.15, which is her lifetime
best. Also. senior Patty
Moran made a major contribution to the Spartan effort by notching a 9.05 to
win the bars. This is the
second highest mark in
school history and is her
lifetime high,
Sophomore Laura Donnelly had a "great bars"
according to Cross. She
scored a 8.65 which is also
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a personal best
Cross mentioned that
the major difference between the teams was thel
vaulting. "The other teams
had better vaulters," she
said. She added that shin
splints have hurt gymnasts
Pam Schrauwen and Sue
Kelly in their vaults. Also.
Hughes, who has a chip in
her foot, and Cami Rosenblum, who has a stress fracture in her leg. have been
unable to vault at full
strength.
"It boils down to a’
question of maintaining
their performance rather
than improving it," said
assistant coach Victor.
Feinstein.
However both coaches
agree that this team is "the
strongest that SJSU has’
ever had," referring to the
fact that the team has improved its scoring average
by 15 points over last season.

Picking a President,

CALL (408) 998 2014

S[ack
the
CTck

a chance to tie this thing.
Berry didn’t see a
striped shirt. So the 41 year -old coach gathered
his 6-foot-4 inch, 240-pound
body and sprinted with amazing speed toward the officials dressing room.
He opened the dribr
seeking satisfaction and
got frustration instead.
"Bobby Evans said
that the referee had called
a foul," Berry said with a
look of resignation creasing his face. "I ran back
there Ito the referee’s
quarters) and asked all
three about it. They said
that a foul had been called.
but they also said that time
had run out."
Berry’s sprint, both
impressive and fruitless,
was made with the immediate future of the Spartans
on the line. If Evans makes
two free throws the game
goes into overtime and
SJSU has a chance to win.
If no foul was called, or
time had indeed run out,
the Spartans have just lost
to the worst team in the
PCAA and face an unhappy
fate.
Winning against Pacific would mean the Spartans face UC-Irvine in the.
first round of the PCAA
Thursday.
Tournament
Losing would mean SJSU
would play University of.
Nevada, Las Vegas.
Fate was determined
with the loss.
PCAA Tournament
First Round:
UNLV 116-2) V. SJSU (6-12).
UC-Irvine (14-4) v. Cal
State, Long Beach (6-12)
Fresno State (13-5) v. Cal
State, Fullerton (8-10) ,
Utah State (12-6) v. New.
.
Mexico State (9-91

By Monte Poole
STOCKTON
At
about 4:05 PST Sunday,
SJSU basketball coach Bill
Berry may have been the
world’s fastest human at
best
At worse, he would
have made the Carl Le-
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SJSU ends season
with loss to Bears
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By Frank Lopez.
SJSU ended it’s season last Friday night against
the University of California, Berkeley on both plus and
minus notes.
On the plus side, Spartan center Rhoda Chew
ended the season being named NorPac player of the
week for her performance versus the Bears and senior
Shelia Brown led all scorers with 28 points

Basketball
On the minus side. SJSU allowed 92 points, lost the
game, and suffered its first losing season, at 9-17 overall and 5-9 in conference, since Sharon Chatman took
over the Spartan coaching duties in 1976.
The Bears, who crushed the Spartans earlier in the
season, moved out to a 17 point halftime bulge and then
hung on for the victory. Cal finished the regular season
22-5 overall and 12-2 in conference, and enters the NorPac playoffs, being held at the University of Oregon.
as the number three seed.
Chew ended the season with some impressive
numbers. She scored 23 points, on 10 of 17 shooting, and
pulled down 12 rebounds in the season finale. Chew
ranked in the top ten nationally in rebounding.
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In her final game for SJSU, Brown racked up 28
points, all from the field. Chatman called Brown’s performance, "her best of year." Also playing her last
game as a Spartan, LaTanya Simmons chipped in four
points and four rebounds.
The Bears had six players score in double figures
led by center Hell Toikka’s 23.

Professor Paul Ekman, an expert on facial expression, will give a talk,"About Face," at 4 p.m. tomorrow in
Sweeney Hall Room 100. This event is sponsored by the
Linguistics, Anthropology and Communication Studies.
United Campus Christian Ministry is having a prayer
group at 5 to 6 p.m. tomorrow in the Campus Christian
Center at ( South 10th and San Carlos streets). For more
information call Natalie Shirai at 298-0204.
Baptist Student Union is holding a study on cults at
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room. For more information call Karen Talley at 377-0772.
Campus Christian Center is holding a Bible Study
Revelation at 12 to 1 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Montalvo Room. For more information call Norb Firnha ber at 298-0204.
The Inter Dorm Association is having a General Business Meeting at 8 p.m. tomorrow at Joe West Hall in the

By Paul Lloret
Scattered throughout California, SJSU’s track squad
turned in some record -setting performances last Saturday.
The Spartans were present at three events, with the
majority competing at the Long Beach Relays in Southern California. SJSU’s weight men were participating in
the Stanford University Invitational, and pole vaulters
Felix Bohni and Ralph Preiman, hurdler Mark Wilson,
and shot putter Jim Doebring competed at the Footlocker
Games at San Francisco’s Cow Palace.
Head track coach Ernie Bullard explained that sending the Spartans to different sites helped give most team
members an opportunity to compete. Bullard feels this
will help his team prepare for the big March 17 meet
against Fresno State.

Track and Held

boy, and Harry Campbell, clocked a 3:28.6, while the 880
yard relay team of Damon McVea, Chris Duncan, Sherman Jones, and Randy Walker finished with a 1:27.6.
Al Stanford, vveightmen Kjell Bysted( and Fred Schumacher finished second and fifth with hammer throws of
231-9 and 209-2. Former SJSU standout Ed Burke won the
event with a throw of 240-2.
While most of the other Spartans had good days,
Bohni was not able to clear the bar in the pole vault at the
Footlocker games in San Francisco. However, Jim
Doehring threw a 61-7 3/4 in the shot put which helped
qualify him for next weekend’s NCAA Indoor Champion-

ships in Syracuse, N.Y. Doehring will be joined by Bohni,
Bystedt and Schumacher who all had previously qualified
for the meet.
Distance-runner coach Marshall Clark was pleased
with the Spartans’ results over the weekend. "We were
close with Arizona State ( which dominated most of the
events on the day) and we looked better than we did last’
week," Clark said. "It was a good weekend."
Bullard plans to try some different combinations on
the relay squads when the Spartans host Nevada -Reno on
Saturday in a non-scoring meet.

COMICS
Martin the Spartan

Glenn Lee was impressive at Long Beach with a victory in the 3000 meter steeplechase. His winning time of
8:54.9 is the second-best mark in Spartan history. The senior’s time is his career Ix- as well. He also ran a 4:12.7
in the four-mile relay t ’Jp SJSU finish in second place
at 17:06.8.
Kristjan Hardat son was SJSU’s other record setter
with a jump of 25-6 3/4. That mark not only set an Icelandic national record, but also qualified the freshman for a
spot on Iceland’s Olympic Squad which will be participating in the Summer Olympics in Los Angeles.
SJSU’s relay squads finished in second place in five of
six events. Steve Rivera anchored the distance medley
relay which finished with a time of 10:19.7. Randy Walker
anchored a second-place finish in the 440 yard relay at
40.9.
The Spartans’ sprint medley relay squad, which consists of Sherman Jones, Darryl McCane, Burness Bray-

Dean Fortunati
(---14EAD RU51-0)
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The Spartan Daley

Jim Bricker

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

conference room. For more information call the Housing
Office at 277-2126.
SJSU Shoto - Kan Karate club is having a beginning
training class at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in PER 208. For
more information call Carol Hernandez at 629-0421.
Tau Delta Phi is sponsoring a discussion on "How are
Convention Delegates Chosen?" Representatives from
several parties and campaigns will explain the process
from 11 a.m, to noon in the Student Union Council Chambers.
The Student Council for Exceptional Children is holding a bi-monthly meeting at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow in Sweeney Hall. For more information call Jeri Traub or Susan
Atura at 277-2646.
Students for Peace is holding a weekly meeting at
7:30 p.m. tomorrow upstairs in the Women’s Center
(Building LI). For more information call Tracy Richardson at 998-5287 evenings, or the San Jose Peace Center at
297-2299.
MEChA is holding an emergency meeting at 7:30p.m.
tomorrow at 54 N. 11th St. For more information call
Francisco Dominguez at 971-0523.
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Police Chief commends Fullerton No rapes last year
despite crime rise

continued from page I
dent. However, Fullerton said she will not allow
the force to lose personnel.
"If someone wanted to take one of our officers away. I would get quite exercised about
it," she said.
Quinton said Fullerton was more responsive than her predecessor John Bunzel to police
needs.
’Bunzel supported police and public safety.
there’s no question about that. But Dr. Fullerton has had a much deeper concern." he
said.
"Of course, when Bunzel was president, we
were not having the kind of problems we had
later."
Bunzel, who resigned in 1978 and is currently serving on the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, said he tried to secure funds for campus
police.
"Incidents on campus were considerably
less then." Bunzel said from his office at Stan bird University’s Hoover Institute. "Neverthe-

less. there vas a cloud 01 anxiety that drilled
over the campus itself.
"But the monies we wanted simply were
not there."
Bunzel called the understaffing of the department "scandalous." He said he was constantly seeking more funds during his eight year term as president.
However, the university had trouble convincing the board of trustees and the legislature
that funds were needed, said Burton Brazil. political science professor and former executive
vice president under Bonze!.
The university succeeded in 1980, Brazil
said, because the campus crime problem was
more evident.
"It’s a lot easier to get money to cure a
problem, if the people with the money see the
problem," Brazil said.
In the early 1970s, a decision by then iSovernor Ronald Reagan contributed to the clime in
the area surrounding SJSU, Brazil said.
Reagan signed a bill to remove mental pa -

Teamwork key
to new shuttle
By Melissa Calvo
The new electronic shuttle bus, which transports disabled students, commenced its first official run through
SJSU at 8:40 a.m. yesterday.
The bus carries disabled students to and from the 10th
Street parking garage and eight other designated areas
on campus, according to Disabled Services Coordinator
Martin Schulter.
Five student drivers were provided for the shuttle by
Traffic and Parking Operations. Each driver had to have
a good driving record and undergo a two-week training
period, Operations Supervisor Sam Manring said.
He said drivers have four-hour shifts.
The first driver. Helen Hyde. a freshman in public relations, said that the hardest part of training was trying to
push the person on a wheelchair up on the ramp of the
bus.
"It’s a lot harder than it looks," she said. "It depends
on your own strength and the weight of the person."
Edward Nemetz. SJSU traffic manager, said that the
shuttle is the first of its kind in the California State University system.
"The entire project shows the type of things people
can do when they’re willing to work together," he said.
Nemetz was referring to the joint effort by Disabled Services and Traffic and Parking Operations to initiate the
shuttle program.
When asked if the bus would pose any problems with
breakdown and maintenance, Nemetz said that one of the
best features of the shuttle bus is its low maintenance
cost.

tients !rum institutions and segregate them into
public communities. But Brazil said San Jose
received a large percentage of the mental patients and the city was not equipped to handle
them.
"I think about 80 percent of those patients
in the county were located around the campus," Brazil said. "The city didn’t have the people to care for them. The situation has improved a little, but they’re still there."
Enrollment dropped, Fullerton said because of the media’s treatment of crime at or
around SJSU. In fall 1977 total enrollment exceeded 28,000, but in spring 1979, it fell to 25,293.
"It had a dramatic affect," she said. "I
know of one university in the area that had five
rapes one year, and we got all the publicity.
"We lost students and faculty because of
the very perception that is still out there."
Tomorrow: A historical look at the panic
caused by the "rape crises" of 1977 and 1979.

Crime Analysis Report 1983
Offenses

1983

1982

FELONIES
Homicide
Rape
Robbery
Assault
Burglary
Larceny
Motor Vehicle Theft
Subtotal

16
46
10
82

0
2
4
’3
27
87
7
130

0
0
0
2
7
30
39
21

0
1
3
17
21
151

0
3

OTHER FELONIES
Arson
Use/Possession of Exlosives
Hit & Run w/injury
Forgery
Narcotics/drugs
Other
Subtotal other felonies
TOTAL FELONIES

MISDEMEANORS
0
Possession loaded firearm
43
Bicycle thefts
323
Petty thefts
7
Sex offenses
35
mischief
Malicious
5
Disturbing the peace
81
Public intoxication
3
Trespassing
16
Hit & Run wino injury
18
Assault/battery
False fire alarm
163
Other
695
TOTAL MISDEMEANORS
816
TOTAL REPORTABLE CRIME
reported.
crimes
attempted
all
include
crimes
Total reportable

0
35
243
19
46
71
14
18
28
2
128
612
763

Cure for AIDS sought in monkeys
continued from page 1
AIDS is a life-threatening disease that breaks
down the immune system
of otherwise healthy people. The immune system
protects the body from disease.
Since the identification
of AIDS in the United
States in 1981, there have
been 3.000 documented
cases, and 2,000 of those
victims have died, Kellogg
said.
The people who have
found to be at the highest
risk of contracting AIDS
are gay and bisexual men,
and intravenous drug abusers, she said.
There is strong evidence that shows that
AIDS is transmitted by direct contact, especially
sexual contact. and exchange of body fluids. especially blood and semen,
but there is no indication
AIDS can be transmitted in
saliva, so fear of contracting the disease by kissing
is’unwarranted.
Others who run a high
risk of contracting the disease are: Haitians, hemophiliacs and others who
have had transfusions of
blood contaminated with
AIDS, women who have
regular sexual contact
with people with AIDS
and/or intravenous drug
abusers, and children born
to mothers exposed to
AIDS, Kellogg said.
She reassured the Student Health Service staff
there has been no evidence
of AIDS being transmitted
to the general public or
people who work with
AIDS patients, unless they
are in the high -risk category.
People cannot
get
AIDS through casual contact with a person who has
AIDS, Zysman said.
People who work with
AIDS patients only have to
take minimal precautions
like wearing gloves and
washing their hands when
handling specimens such
as, blood, urine and stool
Gloves should be worn es
pecially if there are cuts or
abrasions on the hand, Ket.
logg said.
Those who are in the
high -risk group should
minimize their chances of
contracting any infections
and staying healthy by
practicing "safe’ sex and
avoiding unsterile needles,
Kellogg said
Zysman defined safe

sex as a reduction of the
number of sexual partners,
avoiding oral ingestion of
fecal matter, semen, urine
or blood, and using condoms. Zysman

The two most common
diseases associated with
AIDS are Kaposi’s Sarcoma, an unusual form of
cancer which appears in
the form of reddish-purple

Right now there is no cure for
AIDS and no one seems to know
what causes it
Right now there is no
cure for AIDS and no one
seems to know what causes
it, he said.
AIDS is usually fatal
after 3 years, with symptoms characteristic of the
various diseases associated with AIDS. Kellogg
said.
Zysman said he hopes
that the discovery at the
University of California at
Davis of a virus that
causes
simian
AIDS
(SAIDS), a disease in monkeys similar to AIDS in humans, might help in discovering the virus that
causes AIDS

to bluish patches on the
arms, legs, face or the roof
of
the
mouth,
and
Pneumocystis pneumonia,
characterized by a dry persistant cough sometimes
preceded or accompanied
by shortness of breath.
People who have AIDS
may also suffer from unexplained, increasing and
persistent fatigue, night
sweats, chills, unwanted
weight loss, persistent diarrhea,
and
swollen
glands.
AIDS victims also suffer emotionally because
other people tend to forget
about them. Kellogg said.

are
AIDS
victims
usually productive human
beings who have been cut
down in the primes of their
lives, she said.
In San Francisco people are suggesting the bath
houses should be closed because they believe AIDS is
being spread in them, he
said.
"But you cannot regulate people’s sexual activity." Kellogg said.
Even if people stopped
having sex and using
drugs. the AIDS epidemic
is predetermined for the
next two to three years,
according to Zysman.
Funding for AIDS research was not timely at

all, Kellogg said. _
Money was not allocated for AIDS research
until 1982, and not released
until May of 1983.
AIDS will also be a political setback for the gay
movement. Kellogg said.
Zysman and Kellogg
agreed there will be a lot of
controversy
when
the
Democratic
Convention
comes to San Francisco.
because John Glenn has already spoke out against the
Gay Rights Bill.

By Mark Katches
For the first time since 1975, no
rapes or rape attempts were reported
at SJSU in 1983, aecording to the university crime analysis report for last
year.
Despite a slight increase in total
crimes reported in 1983, university officials are calling SJSU one of the safest
places in Santa Clara County
Crimes against the person including rape, robbery, assault, burglary, and larceny dropped 36.92 percent compared to 1982.
Total reported offenses increased
from 763 in 1982 (0 816 in 1983.
Although SJSU no longer has the
highest crime rate in the California
State University system, it is still near
the top in total crimes reported.
SJSU ranked a distant second behind San Diego State University in total
reported misdemeanors, according to a
CSU report on crime statistics for fiscal
year 1982-83.
The report listed SJSU as having a
low percentage of burglaries and auto
thefts in comparison to the other 18 universities in the system.
However, SJSU was among the top
five in most other categories including
assault with a deadly weapon, rape,
robbery and other reported felonies.
The report showed that crime
dropped at nearly every CSU campus.
In 1979, SJSU reported 1,192 total
offenses, which gave it the highest
crime rate of any CSU campus.
One year later, the California Legislature passed a bill which allocated
$580,000 to SJSU’s police department.
The additional funding allowed the
university to increase its force to 25
sworn officer positions t SJSU had only
12 officers in 19771, install more "blue
light" emergency telephones, improve
the lighting on campus and increase the
evening guide and community service
officer programs.
"We’ve got people out there."
SJSU Police Chief Earnest Quinton
.
said. "And they’re really visible."
Despite a major drop in sex ofmisdefenses, and assault/battery.
meanors accounted for the rise in the
SJSU crime rate. Eighty more petty

MCAT

But rapes increased from 69 10 87 in
1983. Homicide and armed robbery also
rose, while burglary and auto thefts decreased.
San Jose is the 17th largest cii ru
the United States, and Frazier said ii
listed as 185th in reported crime nationwide.
He credited the SJPD’s implementation of new crime-prevention programs, and a new method of tracing
fingerprints by computer, as two reasons for the overall crime decrease.

Man posing as electrician
sought by University Police
The University Police Department Is
looking for a suspicious man reportedly
seen in the Home Economics Building
Thursday morning.
He entered Room 116 - the Child Development Laboratory and was found in
the rear of the room by an employee, said
Russ Lunsford, University Police information officer.
When asked for identification, the
man reportedly said he was checking an
electrical problem and had a work-permit
in his truck

But putting everything
else aside, the most important thing right now is to
find out what virus causes
AIDS. Kellogg said.

April 28

thefts were reported in 1983, and bicy
cle thefts also increased.
Through January of this year, total
incidents reported have risen compared to the first month of 1983, said
Russ Lunsford, University Police information officer.
Fifty-two crimes were reported in
January 1984, while 48 were reported in
January 1983. Reported felonies are
down from five in 1983 to two this year
Both felonies were narcotics related.
Four more bike thefts were reported than at the same time last year.
and loitering and public intoxication
have also increased.
Areas where large numbers of students congregate typically have the
highest amount of crimes reported.
Lunsford said.
The Student Union and Men’s Gym.
he said, are two places in which a high
proportion of crime is reported.
Meanwhile, in the San Jose crime
district containing SJSU, crimes
against the person increased, but the
city experienced a 16 percent crime decrease in 1983.
SJSU is located in the smallest
crime district in the city. The district beats- is only .34 square miles, said Lt
Tom Frazier, of the San Jose Police Department.
However, Frazier said the district
has as much crime as the Almaden Valley district, which is 16 square miles.
Downtown San Jose, Frazier noted,
is included in the same district as the
university, and this accounts for the
high crime rate. Reported crimes in
1983 totaled 9,448, down from 9,648 in
the previous year.

The employee asked for the permit, so
the man reportedly left the building and
never returned.
He is described as an adult black male
with a medium-sized afro. The description
lists him as 5-feet -10 inches tall and between 25-30 years of age, Lunsford said.
He was last seen wearing a black
jacket.
Lunsford urged anyone seeing any
suspicious person who fits this description
to call the campus police at 277-3513.
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